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Profile: Rebecca Parks writes award-winning songs that set scenes, tell stories, and dramatize
conversations. She has introspective vulnerability and a folk-rock sensibility with a theatrical
touch. Her lyrics are sharp, her melodies memorable. She's not afraid of controversial subjects,
such as the plight of women under religious fundamentalism, the effects of off-shoring, and the
story of a transgender teenager. Rebecca takes her art seriously, but not too seriously: she also
writes about psychiatric emergencies and bad bosses. In her vocal tone she resembles Joan
Baez. Her elegant piano playing is reminiscent of Sarah McLachlan.
Rebecca's latest CD, Messiah Refugee, features styles ranging from ethereal ballads to blues to
anthemic rock. The arrangements are spare, centered around Rebecca's voice and a grand
piano, often with cello, flute, sax, or bass and drums. Her husband, Gary Lee Parks, provides
warm harmonies on many of the songs. The theme woven throughout the CD is spiritual
meaning and questioning: although only two of its songs are explicitly about religion, most
touch upon it or upon related topics such as abuse of power or love and forgiveness.

Regions: San Francisco, San Jose, and Santa Cruz.
Radio: College and community stations in the San Francisco Bay Area such as KFJC,
KSJS, KPFA, KPIG, KKUP. Fresh Air talk show on KQED (PBS). KFOG Acoustic Sunrise program.
Retail: Indie record stores such as Rasputin’s and Streetlight. CDBaby online, digital downloads.
Press: Metro, SF Weekly, Bay Guardian, Good Times.
Marketing: Performances in coffeehouses and street fairs in the San Francisco Bay Area.
CD samplers, postcards, posters, web event calendars, press release.

